2022 YA BOOK TO MOVIE
ADAPTATIONS TO LOOK FOR!
Netflix movie starring Andie
MacDowell, Emma Pasarow,
and Dermot Mulroney - coming
2022 sometime.
Movie adaptation with Kathy
Bates and Rachel McAdams. No
release date or streaming site
announced at this time except
for 2022.
Movie adaptation of the
famous novel. No exact release
date or distribution plan yet,
but look for it in 2022. LinManuel Miranda was one of the
producers on this film!
Limited series to be released
on Netflix in 2022, starring
Emily Deschanel, Alisha
Newton, and Sam Jaeger.

Netflix tv series, with season 1
starting in 2022 with 8
episodes.

Netflix tv series, with season 1
starting in 2022 with 8
episodes.

This great sci-fi graphic novel
series will comes to Amazon for
an 8 episode tv series
sometime in 2022.

From the author of The Hate U
Give comes another exciting
story, set to come to the big
screen in 2022. No other info
available yet.

Mike Flanagan (The Haunting of
Hill House, Bly Manor) adapts
this classic teen horror story
and merges it with Pike's other
books for a 10 episodes series
hitting Netflix in summer/fall
2022.

The long-beloved YA sci-fi
series will be coming to Netflix
potentially in 2022. No other
info is known at this time.

Movie to be released 2022, no
exact release date yet. Starring
Jordan Fisher (aka John
Ambrose in To All the Boys I've
Loved Before)

Called "Bridgerton with
vampires", this series - adapted
from a YA series - will hit
Peacock sometime in 2022

Gina Rodriguez is an executive
behind the Hulu adaptation of
the award-winning YA novel
about bullying in a diverse
Brooklyn neighborhood.
Potentially coming in 2022
Graphic novel horror
adaptation set to hit Netflix for
6 episode series in Oct. 2022,
adapted by Trevor Macy and
MIke Flanagan

